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Creep and Fatigue Performance of Partial Vapor 
Conditioned Asphalt Binder

Introduction
Moisture-induced damage in Asphalt Concrete (AC) has 

been studied for many years by conventional and sophisticated 
laboratory tests, and by using advanced numerical methods [1-
8]. Recently, researchers have shown interest on vapor-induced 
damage in AC since micro- and macro-scale laboratory tests can 
be performed on vapor conditioned test samples [8-12]. Moisture 
diffuses through the AC in both liquid and vapor form [8,13]. Vapor 
diffusion is a common scenario for AC since it is exposed to the 
environment. Continuous vapor diffusion occurs in the AC both at 
dry and moist weather condition. 

A laboratory experiment was performed to determine vapor 
diffusion coefficient of AC samples, as well as numerical modeling, 
was done to show the vapor accumulation over time in the asphalt 
binder, aggregate, and asphalt-binder interface [8]. Later, fatigue 
test was done on AC samples at 100% and 0% Relative Humidity 
(RH) [14]. Following the footsteps, asphalt binder samples were 
partially vapor conditioned, and nanoindentation test was done 
to access the vapor-induced damage by developing a mechanical 
model of the asphalt binder [10,11]. One viscoelastic (i.e., Bargers 
model) and one viscoelasticplastic (i.e., Spring-Dashpot-Rigid or 
SDR model) mechanical models were developed based on the creep 
nanoindentation tests. However, it is unknown how partial vapor 
conditioning affects fatigue behavior of viscoelastic materials and  

 
what steps can be taken to reduce the damage, and that brings the 
motivation of the current study.

Objectives
A film of asphalt binders was prepared and partially vapor 

conditioned using an aqueous solution, and the mechanical model 
was developed to access the vapor-induced damage. The following 
objectives are considered for this study. 

a) Develop Finite Element Method (FEM) model considering 
viscoelastic properties and validate FEM model with creep 
nanoindentation laboratory data.

b) Perform fatigue analysis on the FEM model and evaluate 
the fatigue performance of asphalt binder at partial vapor-
conditioned states.

c) Perform parametric study by changing the viscoelastic 
properties of the asphalt binder with a goal to reduce vapor-
induced damage. 

Methodology
The asphalt binder films were conditioned at 25% RH, 49% RH 

and 71% RH by using an aqueous solution of Potassium Acetate, 
Potassium Carbonate, and Sodium Chloride salts respectively. 
Following that, nanoindentation test on this three different RH% 
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Abstract

Films of asphalt binders were prepared and partially vapor-conditioned in enclosed chambers at 25% Relative Humidity (RH), 49%RH, and 71%RH. 
Creep nanoindentation tests were performed on the partial vapor-conditioned asphalt film samples. The creep nanoindentation data were fitted using 
Burgers model. The Burgers model showed that the elasticity of the asphalt binder increases and viscosity decreases with the increase of RH%. Creep 
nanoindentation test data is used to understand fatigue performance of asphalt binder at the partial vapor conditioned situation. Finite Element Method 
(FEM) models are developed to examine the fatigue performance of the asphalt binder. Simulations are run using the spring and dashpot elements of 
Burgers model as the FEM inputs. Fatigue simulation indicates that an increase in binder viscosity would reduce permanent deformation in the asphalt 
binder. 
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conditioned asphalt binder film was performed by applying creep 
load. The laboratory data were fitted with selected viscoelastic 
mechanical models such as Burgers model, and the model 
parameters were obtained. In the current study, Burgers model is 
developed in a FEM framework by using commercially available 
software ABAQUS. The laboratory test data are validated with the 
FEM model by applying a creep load on the models. After validating 
the FEM model, fatigue load is applied for various RH% conditions. A 
parametric study is done afterward to observe the fatigue behavior 
of the models due to changes in viscoelastic model parameters.

Laboratory Tests
Partial vapor conditioning of asphalt binder

The following literature is summarized from Hossain et al. [11] 
and Hossain [5]. A laboratory humidity controlling chamber was 

developed following ASTM E104-02 standard [15]. An aqueous 
solution is used to create constant RH in an enclosed desiccator. 
Figure 1 shows an enclosed desiccator. Three salts, Potassium 
Acetate (CH3COOK), Potassium Carbonate (K2CO3), and Sodium 
Chloride (NaCl), were used to create an aqueous solution. The 
RH of Potassium Acetate solution varies from, 23.4% to 21.6% 
with a temperature range of 10 °C to 25 °C respectively. RH of 
Potassium Carbonate solution ranges from 43.1% to 43.2% with a 
temperature range of 5 °C to 25 °C respectively. RH of the Sodium 
Chloride solution ranges from 75.7% to 73.9% with a temperature 
range of 5 °C to 80 °C. The salts were mixed with distilled water 
in desiccators at room temperature in such a way that free water 
was visible after complete mixing and remain in supersaturating 
condition. More details on the test can be obtained from the above-
mentioned references.

Figure 1: (a) Enclosed desiccator with asphalt binder sample on a glass slide and RH and temperature recorder on the base, and 
Potassium Carbonate solution at the bottom of the desiccator below the base and (b) Asphalt binder sample on the stud prepared 
for nanoindentation test after vapor conditioning [11].

Nanoindentation test on partial vapor-conditioned 
asphalt binder film

Figure 2: Nanoindentation test setup [11].

The following literature is summarized from Hossain et al. 
[11]. After partial vapor conditioning of asphalt binder, the sample 

was placed on the stud. The stud was fixed with glue at the bottom 
of a glass slide which follows vapor conditioning. The stud was 
put on the base of nanoindentation chamber. Figure 2 shows the 
nanoindentation setup for tests. A Berkovich tip was used for the 
tests. In some previous studies, it was observed that the Berkovich 
tip works better on soft asphalt binders compared to the rounded tip 
[16]. The loading and unloading rate was selected as 0.002mN/sec. 
A sitting load of 0.02mN was initially applied for each indentation. 
The sitting load was applied to satisfy proper contact between the 
binder and the nanoindenter. Load control tests were performed 
on binder samples, and the maximum 0.05mN load was applied for 
each indentation.

Ten indentations were done on each vapor-conditioned sample. 
In a previous study, ten indentations have been done on each phase 
(i.e., dispersed phase, continuous phase, and bee structure phase) 
of the asphalt binder for determining relaxation modulus [17]. 
However, in other studies, 30-40 indentations have been done on 
the AC mixes or mastic materials [5,18]. Mastic materials behave 
non-homogeneously due to the combination of fines and asphalt 
binder. Indentation on non-homogeneous materials such as mastic 
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materials is challenging since the indenter can hit fines, binders, 
or penetrate through microvoids [19]. For this reason, the number 
of indentation is higher for testing non-homogeneous materials 
compared to homogeneous materials. Ten indentations are 
considered sufficient due to the homogeneous behavior of asphalt 
binder. The dwell time of 200 seconds was applied to observe the 
creep behavior of the binder [20]. The tests were done at laboratory 
temperature, which was set at 21 °C.

Nanoindentation Test Results
Normalized creep behavior 

A normalized creep time to normalize depth plot is plotted to 
compare the creep behavior of the asphalt binder for different RH% 
conditioned states. The normalized plot provides clear differences 
between vapors conditioned creep data. For each conditioning state, 
average time and the average depth are calculated from the ten creep 
data. After that, the data are shifted to the origin to compare among 
each other. This shifted data are named as normalized data. Figure 
3 shows the normalized data for three vapor conditioned states. 
At 200sec. of normalized creep time, the maximum normalized 
depth is 2282.36nm for 25%RH conditioned, 2423.72nm for 49% 
conditioned, and 2866.86nm for 71%RH conditioned.

Figure 3: Normalized creep behavior of asphalt binder. 

Viscoelastic mechanical model 

Figure 4: Burgers model. 

Several mechanical models are available to describe the 
viscoelastic materials using an arrangement of springs and dashpots. 
Springs represent the elastic effects and dashpots represent viscous 
effects of material. One widely used viscoelastic mechanical model 
is the Burgers model [21]. The Burgers model has one spring and 
one dashpot in series and a parallel combination of a spring and a 
dashpot, all of which are connected in series. Figure 4 shows the 
representation of the Burgers model. In the rest of the manuscript, 

the spring with stiffness E1 is referred as Spring-1, spring with 
stiffness E2 is referred as Spring-2, dashpot with dashpot coefficient 
η1 is referred as Dashpot-1, and dashpot with dashpot coefficient η2 
is referred as Dashpot-2.

The Burgers model for the nanoindentation tests can be 
represented by the following Eq. (1) [22]: 

( ) 22
0

1 2 1 1

1 1 1
2

t th t P cot e
E E E

τπ α
τ

−  
= + − +      

        (1)

where h is the displacement due to applied load on a material, 
P0 is the indentation load, α includes a half angle of Berkovich 
indenter, E1 and E2 are the elastic moduli, t is the time, and τ1 is 
the relaxation time, and τ2 is the retardation time. The dashpot 
coefficient can be found as η1=τ1E1 and η2=τ2E2. The total strain 
of the materials has three components, an instantaneous elastic 
strain, a viscous strain, and a retarded strain. For known values of 
h, P0 and t, from the indentation test, the values of E1, E2, τ1, and τ2 
can be obtained from the simplified Eq. (2).
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is fitted with the creep nanoindentation data for the three vapor 
conditioned asphalt binders and the Burgers model parameters are 
obtained.

Burgers model parameters
The Burgers model parameters for different vapor conditioned 

asphalt binder are given in Table 1 [23]. Both E1 and E2 values 
are increased with an increase in vapor conditioning. For 71% 
conditioning, the E1 value is approximately 32% and 35% higher 
compared to the 49%RH and 25%RH respectively. For 71% 
conditioning, the E2 value is 49% and 54% higher compared to the 
49%RH and 25%RH respectively. The relaxation time τ1 and the 
retardation time τ2 decreases with increase in vapor conditioning. 
For 71% conditioning, the τ1 is approximately 47% and 56% 
lower compared to the 49%RH and 25%RH respectively. For 71% 
conditioning, the τ2 is approximately 4% and 12% lower compared 
to the 49%RH and 25%RH respectively.

Table 1: Viscoelastic mechanical model parameters [23].

Model Parameter Unit
Vapor Conditioning State

25% RH 49% RH 71% RH

Burgers

E1 MPa 7.286 7.453 9.832

E2 MPa 6.489 6.703 9.979

τ1 sec 118.46 98.49 52.38

τ2 sec 29.65 27.31 26.25

The results indicate that binder becomes more elastic due 
to vapor conditioning. An increase in elasticity in AC is usually 
considered a desirable effect. However, in this case, this increase 
in elasticity is also associated with a decrease in viscosity of the 
asphalt binder; which is not advantageous since this could cause 
de-bonding in AC materials [24]. 
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FEM model
Burgers model is developed by using spring and dashpot 

elements in the ABAQUS FEM framework. Figure 5 shows the 
model developed in ABAQUS. The Spring-1 end is roller supported, 

and the Dashpot-1 end is hinged supported towards a horizontal 
direction. A compressive load is applied vertically to the Spring-1 
end. It could be seen that Spring-2 and Dashpot-2 are overlapping 
and that is due to the limitation of ABAQUS visualization. 

Figure 5: Burgers model in ABAQUS.

FEM model verification
The creep strain of Burgers model can be calculated from Eq. 

(3) [21]:
2(1 ) [1 exp( )]

1 2 2 2

E t

E E E
σ σ σ

η
∈= + + − −      (3)

Where ⋲ is the strain, E is the modulus of elasticity and η is 
viscosity. The value of the parameters E and η were obtained 
and calculated from the laboratory test data shown in Table 1 
respectively.

A creep load is applied on the FEM model, and the strain is 
plotted with respect to time. On the same plot the strain calculated 
from Eq. (3) is plotted. Figure 6 shows the time vs. strain plot for 
the Burgers model. From the plot, it is observed that the strain from 
Eq. (3) is perfectly matched to the strain found from the ABAQUS 
model. This is an indication that the FEM model is performing well. 
After this verification, fatigue analysis is carried out to determine 
the effect of RH% in the asphalt binder.

Figure 6: Burgers model creep response.

Fatigue analysis on FEM model 
A 1Hz cyclic load of magnitude 0.07mN was applied on the 

spring-dashpot FEM model. The spring stiffness respectively. 2500 
cycles were applied on Burgers model. Figure 7 shows the Cycle vs. 
Strain plots for 25%RH, 49%RH and 71%RH for Burgers model. 
The strain shown in Figure 7 has two components; one is an elastic 

strain, and another is a plastic strain [25]. Elastic strain returns 
after the end of each cycle but the plastic strain increases with the 
increase of cycle numbers. It is expected that plastic strain will 
increase since continuous fatigue load is applied without any rest 
period.

In Figure 7, it is observed that plastic strain increases with 
increase in RH%. Though for 71% conditioning, the increase in 
plastic strain was lower compared to 49% and 25% RH conditioning 
until 1500 cycles, but it increases afterward. At 2500 cycles, the 
plastic strain is 1.88E-5 for 25% RH conditioning, and it is increased 
to 11.7% for 49% RH, and it is further rose to 38.3% for 71% RH 
conditioning. Also, it is observed that elastic strain is decreased 
with the increase of vapor conditioning since according to Table 1, 
Elastic Modulus is increased with increase in vapor conditioning.

Figure 7: Strain increment for Burges model.

Parametric study of Burgers model
Plastic strain increases with increase in vapor conditioning, but 

it is unclear which viscoelastic material parameter (i.e., Dashpot-1 
or -2) controls the shape of the strain curve for the Burgers model. 
Also, it is unknown how an increase in plastic strain affects asphalt 
binder that causes damage or permanent deformation in the AC. For 
this reason, a parametric study of the fatigue behavior of Burgers 
model is performed. 

The dashpot coefficient (i.e., viscosity) which is in a series 
connection with a spring (denoted as Dashpot-1 in Figure 5) is 
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increased by an increment of 15%. The fatigue analysis is run for 
1000 cycles in ABAQUS. The Cycle vs. Strain curves for 25% RH with 
the original values and 15%, 30%, and 45% increase in Dashpot-1 
coefficient are plotted in the left side of Figure 8a. It is observed 
that plastic strain is decreased when the Dashpot-1 coefficient 
is increased. After 1000 cycles and for each 15% increase in the 
Dashpot-1 coefficient, there is 6.9%, 11.9% and 15.9% decrease in 

plastic strain is observed. According to Figure 8b and for 49% RH, 
for each 15% increase in the Dashpot-1 coefficient, there is 7.8%, 
13% and 17.4% decrease in plastic strain is observed. According to 
Figure 8c and for 71% RH, for each 15% increase in the Dashpot-1 
coefficient, there is 9.6%, 16.8% and 22.7% decrease in plastic 
strain is observed.

               
        8a: 25% RH

        8b: 49% RH

               

        8c: 71% RH
Figure 8: Parametric study of the Dashpot-1 coefficient (graphs on the left-hand side are for increment, and graphs of the right-
hand side are for decrement).
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The Dashpot-1 coefficient is decreased with a decrement of 
15%. The Cycle vs. Strain curves for 25 %RH with the original 
values and 15%, 30%, and 45% decrease in Dashpot-1 coefficient 
are plotted in Figure 8a. It is observed that plastic strain increases 
with the reduction of the Dashpot-1 coefficient. For each 15% 
decrease in the Dashpot-1 coefficient, there are 8.4%, 21.5% and 
41.1% increase in plastic strain is observed. According to Figure 8b 
and for 49% RH, for each 15% decrease in Dashpot-1 coefficient, 
there are 9.6%, 23.5% and 44.5% increase in plastic strain is 
observed. According to Figure 8c and for 71% RH, for each 15% 
decrease in the Dashpot-1 coefficient, there are 12%, 30.4% and 
58.4% increase in plastic strain is observed. From the above two 
parametric studies, it can be deduced that if the viscosity of asphalt 

binder is increased than the elastic strain remains unchanged but 
the plastic strain decreases. Plastic strain causes the permanent 
deformation in binder and AC in general.

The value of the Dashpot-2 coefficient is increased in a 15% 
increment similar to Dashpot-1, and the results are shown in the 
left side of Figure 9a. Afterward, the coefficient of Dashpot-2 is 
decreased similar to Dashpot-1, and the results are shown in the 
right side of Figure 9a. From Figure 9a it is observed that with an 
increase of Dashpot-2 coefficient, plastic strain decreases initially 
and after a certain number of cycles the slope of the Cycle vs. 
Strain curve starts to grow. So, increase or decrease in Dashpot-2 
coefficient would not help in reducing plastic strain. Similar results 
are observed for 49% RH in Figure 9b and 71% RH in Figure 9c. 

                                     9a: 25% RH
               
       

                                   9b: 49% RH

        

  

                                   9c: 71% RH    
Figure 9: Parametric study of Dashpot-2 coefficient (graphs on the left-hand side are for increment, and graphs on the right-hand 
side are for decrement).
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The Spring-1 stiffness values are increased in 15% increment, 
and for each change, a fatigue analysis for 1000 cycles is performed 
in ABAQUS, and the results are shown in the left side of Figure 
10a. Afterward, the Spring-1 stiffness value is decreased with a 
decrement of 15%, 30%, and 45% and is plotted in the right side 
of Figure 10a. As expected, after increasing Spring-1 stiffness, it is 
observed that the plastic strain remains unchanged and only elastic 
strain changes with the increase of Spring-1 stiffness. Similarly, 

after decreasing the Spring-2 stiffness, it is noted that the plastic 
strain remains unchanged and only elastic strain changes with 
a reduction in spring stiffness. From the above two parametric 
studies, it can be deduced that increase of Spring-1 stiffness (i.e., 
modulus of elasticity) results in a decrease in elastic strain. Similar 
results are observed for 49% RH in Figure 10b and 71% RH in 
Figure 10c. 

                        10a: 25% RH
                                     
               
       

                        10b: 49% RH                         

        

  

                        10c: 71% RH                              
Figure 10: Parametric study of Spring-1 coefficient (graphs on the left-hand side are for increment, and graphs on the right-hand 
side are for decrement).

The Spring-2 stiffness values are increased in 15% increment, 
and for each change, a fatigue analysis for 1000 cycles is performed 
in ABAQUS, and the results are plotted in the left side of Figure 
11a. Afterward, the Spring-2 stiffness value is decreased with a 
decrement of 15%, 30%, and 45% and is plotted in the right side of 
Figure 11a. After increasing Spring-2 stiffness it is observed that the 

plastic strain decreases with the growth of Spring-2 stiffness. For 
each 15% increase in Spring-2 stiffness, there are 6.5%, 11.4%, and 
15.3% decrease in plastic strain are observed. On the other hand, 
after decreasing the Spring-2 stiffness, it is noted that the plastic 
strain increases with the reduction of spring stiffness. For each 15% 
decrease in stiffness, there are 7.4%, 18.7%, and 33.6% increase in 
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plastic strain are observed. From the above two parametric studies, 
it can be deduced that increase of Spring-2 stiffness (i.e., modulus of 
elasticity) results in a decrease in plastic strain. It should be noted 
that Spring-2 and Dashpot-2 are in parallel and for this reason 
increase in Spring-2 value improves the retarded strain and that 
reduces the plastic strain in the asphalt binder. 

According to Figure 11b and for 49% RH, for each 15% increase 
in Spring-2 stiffness, there are 6.1%, 10.4%, and 14.1% decrease 
in plastic strain is observed. On the other hand, after decreasing 
the Spring-2 stiffness, it is noted that the plastic strain increases 

with the decrease of spring stiffness. For each 15% decrease 
in stiffness, there are 7%, 17.4%, and 31.3% increase in plastic 
strain are observed. According to Figure 11c and for 71% RH, for 
each 15% increase in Spring-2 stiffness, there are 4%, 6.4%, and 
8.8% decrease in plastic strain is observed. On the other hand, 
after decreasing the Spring-2 stiffness, it is noted that the plastic 
strain increases with the decrease of spring stiffness. For each 15% 
decrease in stiffness, there are 4%, 10.4%, and 19.2% increase in 
plastic strain are observed.

                                                            
               
              11a: 25% RH     

                                      

            11b: 49% RH

        

  

                                                 

            11c: 71% RH
Figure 11: Parametric study of Spring-2 coefficient (graphs on the left-hand side are for increment and right-hand side are for 
decrement).
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Discussion
The asphalt binder films were vapor conditioned at 25%RH, 

49%RH and 71%RH by using an aqueous solution of Potassium 
Acetate, Potassium Carbonate, and Sodium Chloride salts 
respectively. Following that, nanoindentation test on this three 
different RH% conditioned asphalt binder film was performed by 
applying creep load. The laboratory data were fitted with selected 
viscoelastic mechanical models such as Burgers model, and the 
model parameters were obtained. In the current study, Burgers 
model is developed in a FEM framework by using commercially 
available software ABAQUS. The laboratory test data are validated 
with the FEM model by applying a creep load on the models. After 
validating the FEM model, fatigue load is applied for various RH% 
conditions. A parametric study is done afterward to observe the 
fatigue behavior of the models due to changes in viscoelastic model 
parameters.

It is noted that with an increase of vapor conditioning elastic 
strain decreases but plastic strain increases. The plastic strain that 
causes permanent deformation and damage in asphalt binder or AC, 
in general, is affected by vapor conditioning. The increase of vapor 
conditioning thus results in early damage and failure. From the 
parametric study, it is observed that if the viscosity of the material is 
increased, then the plastic deformation is decreased in the asphalt 
binder. Also, the increase of elasticity in the asphalt binder could 
decrease the plastic deformation. Thus, it is preferable to have 
an AC material that has higher viscoelastic properties. This study 
will help to engineer new asphalt binder or improve current anti-
stripping materials that use to reduce vapor- or moisture-induced 
damage in AC. However, more research is needed to draw a definite 
conclusion on reducing moisture- or vapor-induced damage in AC. 
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